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MEMORANDUM      February 26, 2010 
From: Dale F. Engelhardt 
Subject: Vehicle Certification Regulations FRA 213.345 
 
The previous PRIIA meeting held in Washington stated that all new vehicles are to be designed to 
meet an operating speed of 125 mph. Certification of safe operating speeds for rail vehicles is defined 
in FRA regulation 213.345. Every member of the technology team is encouraged to read this 
specification but for ease of understanding I offer the following bullet items identifying the major 
tasks that need to be completed in order to certify a vehicle. 
 

1. Vehicles operating at 125 mph must be on Class 7 or better rail. 
2. Vehicles are to be tested at 10 mph below planned operating speed. At this speed the vehicle 

can not exceed the wheel/rail force safety limits defined in 213.33. 
3. Vertical acceleration no greater than 0.55g single event peak to peak. 
4. Lateral accelerations no greater than 0.3g single event peak to peak. 
5. Combination of lateral and vertical accelerations (the square root of (V^2+L^2)) can not 

exceed 0.604 for two consecutive seconds. 
6. Tests are to be performed at planned increments of velocity with tests stopped once acceptance 

criteria are no longer met. 
7. Finally tests are to be performed on the actual track at 10 mph over the planned track speed to 

confirm compliance to safety standards. 
 
For speeds up to 125 mph the route must meet Class 7 track standards. To perform the qualification 
tests require accelerometers to be mounted into the car and a fully instrumented wheel set be used for 
conducting the various wheel/rail force measurements. Tests ultimately need to be performed on the 
actual tracks and at +10 mph speed to verify compliance for car operation on a specific location. 
 
Vehicles developed for the PRIIA program will need to meet these requirements on the actual routes 
defined by the state representatives. 
 
 
 
Dale F. Engelhardt 
DCMO Amtrak Engineering and Standards and Compliance 


